Funding Avenues for Industry Research . . .

Developing a research portfolio is somewhat like investing in the financial markets. Each funding source has a unique audience and a distinct risk profile. Investing time and resources to develop more than one type of project balances the risks and rewards of available opportunities. Diversifying your research portfolio can improve the likelihood of long-term success.

General Tips:
- Know the funding entity and write your proposal to best meet its goals.
- Grant Coordinators can be very helpful. They oversee multiple projects, possess a wealth of knowledge, and have active relationships with many internal and external contacts. Tap into their expertise to help you navigate the varied processes for different agreement types.

Funded Project Types

**Sponsored Research Projects** – Have a statement of work and budget to be conducted by ISU researchers in exchange for something of value to the sponsor (e.g. a deliverable, a technical report, milestones, or intellectual property).
- Research may be fundamental/basic or applied and includes specialized projects.
- Funding sources can include federal, state, local government, non-profit, industry, commodity, or consortia, and also funds that flow through these entities. Each funding source has unique advantages and peculiarities.
- ISU expects to publish project results, be able to use the results in teaching and research, and to continue to perform additional research.
- Flexible solutions can be used with industry funding, see [www.industry.iastate.edu/flexiblesolutions/](http://www.industry.iastate.edu/flexiblesolutions/).
- Investigators route a GoldSheet to obtain institutional approval of a proposed statement of work and budget.
- OIPTT Industry Contracts Team administers projects with industry and commodity sponsors, while OSPA Awards Team assists with awards from other sponsors.
- Signature Authority: OIPTT Industry Contracts and OSPA Awards are authorized to sign sponsored research agreements. Faculty, principal investigators, and department administrators are not authorized signatories, but they may be asked to sign in a ‘read and understood’ capacity.

**Gifts** – Provide support for academic activities from donors who expect nothing significant in return.
- Guidelines for what are considered gifts can be found at [www.ospa.iastate.edu/sites/default/files/imported/policies/docs/VPR Guidelines for Processing of Gifts and Sponsored Projects Funding.pdf](http://www.ospa.iastate.edu/sites/default/files/imported/policies/docs/VPR Guidelines for Processing of Gifts and Sponsored Projects Funding.pdf).
- The ISU Foundation Corporate and Foundation Relations team can assist with gifts which may require routing a Cardinal Sheet.
- Signature Authority: Some donors require only the signature of the principal investigator, while others require additional signatures. ISU Foundation will assist with reviewing the agreement and obtaining necessary signatures.
Fee for Service Projects – Are services routinely provided by an approved fee-for-service unit ("FFSU") at an established rate approved by the Financial Accounting & Reporting Office and are characterized by:

- The service will be performed by a FFSU established through ISU’s Financial Accounting & Reporting Office (FAR).
- The FFSU provides the service to others on a recurring basis using the same or similar methods and techniques.
- Rates charged by the FFSU must be approved by FAR prior to starting the fee-for-service operation.
- The service does not require project-specific approval from the IRB, IACUC, IBC or RSC; services provided pursuant to an approved, standing protocol that covers a class of services (i.e., an umbrella protocol) may be offered as fee-for-service.
- No new intellectual property is anticipated.
- Client owns the data and results except parties may agree that ISU will own rights to educational training materials.
- Any publishing rights rest with the client.
- No publications are anticipated by ISU faculty, staff or students.
- The arrangement does not contain ISU cost sharing, matching funds, subawards or pass-through funding.
- The FFSU must use a fee-for-service agreement on the Office of University Counsel (OUC) webpage or a customized fee-for-service agreement developed by OUC for the FFSU. If the client requires use of the client’s agreement, the agreement must be reviewed and approved by OUC prior to execution.

Other Activities

Consulting – Refers to providing professional services to a non-university entity, where the services are not a part of the employee’s position responsibilities.

- Consulting should be conducted without the use of university resources, unless appropriate fees are paid and approvals are obtained.
- ISU’s Conflicts of Interest and Commitment Policy, www.policy.iastate.edu/policy/conflict, provides guidance for disclosure and approval of consulting activity.
- The Office of Research Integrity can assist with questions about consulting.
- Signature Authority: These agreements are entered into personally; ISU does not review or approve consulting agreements.

Unfunded Research Projects – May be very similar to Funded Sponsored Research Projects, but without external funding, such as manufacturing institute memberships, teaming agreements, restricted federal data use agreements, informal collaborations, and visiting scholar arrangements.

- Investigators should route a GoldSheet (zero dollar) to obtain institutional approval of the external interaction.
- Signature Authority: Depending on the nature of the agreement needed, it may be signed by an official from OIPTT, OSPA, or ISU administration.

Contact Information

OIPTT Industry Contracts Team    industry-contracts@iastate.edu    294-4740
Dana Rewoldt, Lynne Mummm, May Wu, Peter Gudlewski, Leanna Harestad, Mary Bonvillain
Iowa State University Foundation    cfr@foundation.iastate.edu    294-4607
Office of Research Integrity, Conflicts of Interest    langlitz@iastate.edu    294-7793
Office of Sponsored Programs Administration    ospa-awards@iastate.edu    294-5225
Office of University Counsel    univcounsel@iastate.edu    294-5352